Available Now: Completely Refurbished Bear Pace 200 Cabinet with 4-GAS Bench, pictured with Optional Bear 43-270R Black Box Scope. Our price includes a Six-Month warranty! Bay Space Tight? Need an Ignition Scope and / or Wheel Alignment Capabilities as well? Call us for add-on prices of these systems to have an affordable DO-ALL Machine!

*Main Service Test Menu* All scope related functions will be ghosted out (non-selectable) with four gas purchase only. Optional Scope module allows use of all other tests shown.

The Bear Pace 200 4-gas analyzer is the perfect addition to your shop for pre-emission systems testing.

If you would like to use this system as a networked or stand alone technician’s station, be sure to discuss those needs with us. We can equip it with a computer that will handle things like browsing the web and accessing AllData or Mitchell diagnostic programs, as well as your company’s networked invoicing systems.
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